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what i liked about this film is that the tale is told through music. the director
makes a lot of use of this medium. the movie is mostly a series of chase scenes.

there are a couple of small but effective psychological bits, where marciachi
goes into a cantina and kills a few people and then leaves to see an old friend.
the first film in the trilogy is better than the second, but if you've seen the first
one it's worth it to see the rest. once upon a time in mexico is a much better
film than either of the others. it's less manic than the other two and it's a full-
fledged action movie. in fact, its the only one of the three that makes sense as

an action movie. but it's a little more ambitious and more fun. the story of a
man who escapes from a desert jail to find his kidnapped girlfriend and then

rescue her from the insane asylum she's been trapped in is well told. this one is
worth seeing. verdict: el mariachi (1992) -- 3/5 the second in the trilogy,

desperado (1995) -- 3/5 the third in the trilogy, once upon a time in mexico
(2003) -- 5/5 el mariachi, the first of three films, was shot on 16mm, and

digitally transferred to 35mm for the theatrical release. it was directed by robert
rodriguez, who had previously been working as an editor for el mariachi rather

than as a director. because of its odd story, and the fact that rodriguez was
reluctant to direct it, columbia paid him $1.2 million to direct the sequel. the

director described his philosophy of filmmaking in this interview: "i just want to
be like a daredevil. i don't want to be real. i don't want to be realistic. i want to
be in a world that i control. i want my movies to look like i want them to look. i
want to be like a director, but not a real director." the film was shot in mexico
city, mexico and included many real locations. it starred anthony quinn, who
was already a three-time academy award nominee and won for the previous

film in the trilogy, el mariachi. it also starred yaphet kotto, who was best known
as the racist deputy who, in the film pulp fiction, kills bruce willis' character (for

which kotto won a best supporting actor academy award nomination). in the
movie once upon a time in mexico, kotto plays a blind anti-capitalism activist.
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yet, as often happens with work made by a
perfectionist, el mariachi has a lot of things
going for it. it was the first big budget indie
made with a low-budget budget, and with

rodriguezs signature approach, the movie is
often a joy to watch. the director has a

fondness for gunplay, and that never gets old
to watch. there are some genuinely original
ideas within the story. the film begins with a

scene where the characters ride up on a
stagecoach, and like many films, the opening
sequence feels like the start of something. it
serves as a nice opening, and an indication of
the aesthetic that is to follow. the idea is that
the story is how the characters react to the

title of the film. el mariachi is a studio movie,
and it shows that its not as easy as a

filmmaker can just do whatever he wants,
but like a studio film, it was made with many

restrictions. the characters share their
opinions about why theyre in mexico and

what theyre after. all the actors involved put
in a lot of effort to make the movie. there are
moments of brilliance. el mariachi really hits
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its marks in the music, which is an inspired
choice. the music is a big part of the film,

and it works perfectly. its also one of the best
film scores ive heard in a long time, and it

brings a lot to the film, which is often simply
a music video, but with its music is ends up
being a real movie. it has its problems, and
theres a lot of things that could have been
done better, but its an entertaining and fun

movie. there are some problems that go
beyond execution, and that are more of a

failing of the film. for one, el mariachi is an
obvious and perhaps bad choice to start
rodriguezs career. it feels like a concert

movie for a band that doesnt have much of a
musical identity. there are no standout

songs, and theres little to no story to speak
of. the film does show some promise, and its

a good way to showcase rodriguez as a
director, but it comes off as forced and

amateurish, and thats a problem when youre
trying to convince people to invest in your

film. 5ec8ef588b
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